Cross-modal plasticity in deaf subjects dependent on the extent of hearing loss.
Cross-modal plasticity in deaf subjects is still discussed controversial. We tried to figure out whether the plasticity is dependent on the extent of hearing loss. Three groups of volunteers, comprising twelve individuals each, were investigated. They were characterized by three distinctive features, one had normal hearing, the other one lost hearing and the third had only minimal residual hearing ability. All participants, except those of group one, were capable of using German Sign Language (GSL). The groups were studied with functional MRI in a standard block design during individuals' watching sign language videos alternating with black frame. During sign language conditions, deaf subjects revealed a significant activation of the auditory cortex in both hemispheres comprising Brodmann areas (BA) 42 and 22 corresponding to the secondary associative auditory areas. Additionally, activation of the angular and supramarginal gyrus was seen. Activation of the primary auditory cortex was revealed in deaf subjects with total hearing loss during sign language tasks but not in subjects with residual hearing ability. In conclusion our results indicate a cortical reorganization of the auditory cortex comprising primary auditory fields only present in subjects with total hearing loss.